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I regret to have to tell you that Haifan Baha'is, duped into believing in the
fraudulent will and testament, continue to harass Reform Bahais and people of
other Baha'i denominations. Having been indoctrinated through taqqiya (lying
to socalled infidels) into taqlid (blind obedience), they have failed to investigate
the actual history of the Faith under AbdulBaha, during the 1910s, merely
accepting at face value the deceptions of Shoghi Effendi, from 1921 on, in
conformance with their indoctrination in the isolated Haifan Baha'i communities,
into what's actually become a fanatical cult that has sucked in all too many
unsuspecting Americans and others of otherwise good but naive faith. We must
love them and understand what a formidable challenge faces the average Haifan
Baha'i, indoctrinated into the exclusivism of an authoritarian theocracy.
Haifan Baha'is have reportedly been infiltrating and disrupting Reform Bahai
meetings introducing seekers to the Reform Bahai Faith, as well as other
religious meetings where the Reform Bahai Faith has participated. Similar to the
tactics used for years against people on the discussion group talk.religion.bahai
and elsewhere, character assassination and aspersions have been used to
harass and discredit Bahais of other conscience. Through using fake identities,
another classic Shiite tactic, they have been spreading rumors and backbiting
Reform Bahais and others with the generally innocent and uninformed public.
To the extent that the general public is informed, it usually does, of course, rely
on the censored and distorted accounts of Bahai history found in the vetted
publications of the Haifan interpretation, which entirely suppress and rewrite
http://reformbahai.org/forum/index.php?topic=55.0
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much of AbdulBaha's key interpretations during the 1910s.
Also, Haifan fanatics have shown up in forums in which they have no expertise
whatsoever, yet have not restrain themselves from casting their religious hatred
and bigotry against Reform Bahais who were and are professionally trained and
educated in studies about which the Haifans clearly didn't have the slightest
clue. (Regardless of religion, everything becomes an opportunity for
propaganda for the brainwashed cult member!) What we're really witnessing, as
one of Juan Cole's brilliant articles makes so clear, is the corrupt, degraded
values of the Iranian bazaar playing out in the "theocracy" of Haifa, Israel and
Wilmette, Illinois. Juan Cole, "The Evolution of Charismatic Authority in the
Baha'i Faith (18631921)," in Robert Gleave, ed., Religion and Society in Qajar
Iran (London: RoutledgeCurzon, 2005), pp. 311345. [Important article not
available online.] I mention in this connection Professor Cole's biography online
at his blog http://www.juancole.com/about/towardauthorizedbiography Just
search for "baha" to skim or read the relevant passages relating to the similar
Wilmette Baha'i harassment and deception which he experienced.
There are also new and extensive reports of computer hacking and surveillance
by Haifan fanatics who have no "standards" or integrity to restrain them from
such practices, on Facebook and other social networks, having relinquished
such qualities upon signing some dubious "card," i.e., their brain away,
essentially. What a sad spectacle for Americans to sink to such a low level of
fanaticism that they don't even realize it.
Please be on your guard. If you are unfamiliar with the kinds of things that have
been perpetrated by Haifan Baha'is online during the last decade and a half, read
or skim around on The Baha'i Faith & Religious Freedom of Conscience
http://www.fglaysher.com/bahaicensorship
Take particular note of the fact that attempts were even made to smear other
Bahai denominations with the **U. S. Federal Courts**, which wisely perceived
the motives of the Wilmette Baha'is and ruled against them on **THREE**
separate occasions. Further details at the link above.
The Middle East may have the Taliban, but it's beginning to look like America
has the Haifan Baha'is, and their FRAUDULENT will and testament to deal with.
Since they shamelessly follow Machiavelli, invoking his name with glee, at times,
there's no level, apparently, to which they might sink, or haven't already. This is
has long been apparent especially in terms of the extent to which Haifans are
willing to attempt to **rewrite history**, one of the surest signs of fanatical
despots, secular or religious. For instance, of course, the classic case for
Reform Bahais is the treatment of Ruth White, Julie Chandler, and Ahmad
Sohrab. See their books on the Bahai Writings page at reformbahai.org One of
the more recent instances would be the attack against the extensive
discussions by Bahais of various denominations on The Chicago Tribune Topix
site and its eventual deletion from the Internet, etc., which Orthodox Baha'is,
among others, believed the Haifans had conspired to bring about.
http://www.fglaysher.com/bahaicensorship/Chicago_Tribune.html
A further caveat is necessary. At times it is clear that some computer hacking is
coming from Middle Eastern countries, apparently done by fanatical Iranian
Muslims and others, though it could, too, be by Haifan Baha'is. So please don't
misunderstand me into thinking that Haifan Baha'is are the only fanatics that
Reform Bahais need to be ALERT about... people of illwill learn from one
another, and, apparently, share much the same mentality, as well as tactics.
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Report to moderator
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“To be a Bahai simply means to love all the world; to love humanity and try to serve it; to
work for universal peace and universal brotherhood.” —AbdulBaha
The Reform Bahai Faith, http://reformbahai.org/
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